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This paper proposes a human implicit intent recognition system based on electroencephalography (EEG)

signals, for developing an advanced interactive web service engine. We focus on identifying brain state tran-

sitions between intentions, and classifying a user’s implicit intentions while viewing an image on a web page,

based on an EEG experiment. We measure brain state changes between a navigational intention and an infor-

mational intention by using phase synchrony; i.e., the phase locking value (PLV) in an EEG. Comparing PLVs

that correspond to the two intention states is useful for determining a human’s implicit intention. In order to

discriminate between a user’s implicit intentions using a PLV, we must extract features based on an EEG anal-

ysis. For this purpose, we identify the most reactive band within the full band of brain signals. Theta (4–7 Hz),

alpha (8–13 Hz), beta-1 (14–22 Hz), and beta-2 (23–30 Hz) bands are used to extract the EEG features from

the most reactive EEG band. Subsequently, we select the most significant pairs (MSPs) that are highly reactive

and correspond to the intention. According to the proposed method, these features are useful for: (i) showing

the brain state transitions regarding intentions, and (ii) classifying a human’s implicit intention using several

classifiers such as a support vector machine (SVM), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and Naïve Bayes. We

then compare the results of these classifiers. This study demonstrates the potential uses of these identified

brain electrode pairs for cognitive detection and task classification in future brain-computer interface (BCI)

applications.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Brain cognitive fusion technology is an emerging floating technol-

ogy and the most promising [4]. In addition, information and com-

munication technology (ICT) systems serve as empathic cognitive

extensions of their users. ICT is an active and instrumental technology

for driving interactions with computers as well as with other humans,

and can learn and adapt with the user. For human development, it is

important to establish interactions between humans and machines.

Brain plasticity and behavior are required to establish this interaction

[4]. According to [23], human beings have a natural method to rep-

resent, predict, and interpret intentions that are expressed either ex-

plicitly or implicitly. If we aim to design an efficient intention-based

human-computer interaction model, we must identify a technique

to understand human intentions. Intention recognition is a relatively

new field that is being widely used in web applications [2] and

internet security [26]. Many researchers have investigated decision
✩ This paper has been recommended for acceptance by G. Sanniti di Baja.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 53 950 6436, fax: +82 53 950 5505.
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iscrimination using a variety of methods. Particularly in neuro-

cience, electroencephalography (EEG) collected non-invasively can

e used to study intent discrimination. EEG is a measurement of

he brain’s electrical activity and provides good temporal resolution.

o understand brain cognition, it is important to understand the

ifferences in brain activities in different regions of the brain that

orrespond to an intention. For this purpose, connectivity plays an

mportant role and can be identified using measures described

n neuroscience literature. Phase synchronization (PS) is one of

hose measures; it has successfully demonstrated that it can infer

unctional connectivity using multichannel neural signals, e.g., EEG

27]. In this paper, a particular PS is selected because it is more

iscriminative than amplitude measures in recognizing the implicit

ntentions of humans.

We propose the classification of a user’s navigational and infor-

ational intentions with a phase estimation based on collected EEG

ata. In particular, we identify brain connectivity patterns related to

he user’s navigational and informational intentions through visual

xperiments based on static web images that closely match practi-

al scenarios. We analyze differences in phase locking values (PLV) to

etermine the user’s navigational and informational intentions de-

ned by [11]. A support vector machine (SVM) using a radial basis

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2015.06.013
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patrec
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Fig. 1. Gaze position by heat map for each intent: (a) Navigational intention: to fo-

cus on the image present on the screen, (b) Informational intention: to search for the

specific object in the displayed image.
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ernel (RBF) function is employed to classify the user’s intention as

ither an informational search or a navigational search in an image

ased on the PLVs. The proposed intent recognition system based on

EG signals is useful for understanding what users intend to do with

n object. Therefore, this result can be used for developing an ad-

anced brain-computer interaction application, such as a new inter-

ctive web service. Further, our proposed method also includes the

election of the most reactive brain signal bands. An EEG can be more

iscriminative within particular selected bands, compared to utiliz-

ng entire frequency bands [33]; using particular bands increases per-

ormance when classifying a user’s implicit intentions.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we explain pre-

ious research efforts related to the study of human intentions using

n EEG. In Section 3, we present a brief background on intent recogni-

ion. Our proposed method is discussed in Section 4. We explain the

xperimental details and present our results in Section 5. Section 6

oncludes the paper.

. Related works

In recent years, a substantial amount of research related to the

etection of human intentions based on EEGs has been performed

3,5,7]. However, the specific connectivity patterns and the functional

rain activity changes corresponding to intentions have not been re-

orted. The functional brain connectivity changes related to human

ntentions is subject-specific, and the process required to identify

xed patterns is complicated, because there is no evidence of spe-

ific changes corresponding to an intention from the brain science

erspective.

From a signal processing point of view, research trends for de-

ecting human intentions based on EEGs are mainly focused on two

ethods: (i) employing magnitude information and (ii) using the EEG

ignal’s phase information.

In general, it is important to identify the specific locations of brain

unction connectivity changes that correspond to a particular task.

or instance, there is a well-known motor imagery activity study

nalyzing human concentration between the left and right frontal

obes [13,30]. Once the specific locations and corresponding changes

n brain activity are located, further analysis becomes easier. How-

ver, there has been no such evidence reported in the field of intent

ecognition. Therefore, the entire brain is generally taken into account

or intent recognition [1,25]. However, this approach makes analysis

ore complicated and connectivity pattern identification more te-

ious. Therefore, it is important to limit the analysis to specific re-

ions or specific connectivity patterns [1,25]. For this purpose, we

ust understand the informational communications between EEG

ata collected in the channels and the location of each EEG electrode

hange that corresponds to an event. Several works have identified

he information exchanged between electrodes in EEG montages that

orrespond to human intention states [15,24]. These works have con-

ributed to the realization of BCI systems.

Psychological research related to the identification of human in-

entions has a significant influence on previous intention research

11]. Nevertheless, research that attempted to classify human implicit

ntentions using EEG signals is insufficient. In this paper, we propose

method to classify human implicit intentions (which are defined as

nformational search intentions and navigational search intentions)

ased on psychological background using EEG signal analysis.

. Background of proposed method

.1. Humans’ implicit intention

Human intentions can be explicit or implicit by nature. Humans

xpress their explicit intentions using different action sequences.

n contrast to explicit intentions, implicit intentions are vague and
ften difficult to interpret [6,8]. According to [9,11], human implicit

ntentions that occur during a visual search can be classified as either

avigational or informational intentions. The different human im-

licit intentions that occur during a visual stimulus can be defined as

ollows.

Navigational intention: refers to the human idea to find some inter-

sting objects in a visual input without a particular goal. In other words,

he subject glances over the input scene to get an overall picture.

Informational intention: refers to the human aspiration to find a par-

icular object of interest. In other words, the subject searches the input

cene for a particular object assuming that it exists.

Fig. 1 shows heat distribution maps that indicate the human gaze

r preference [10] corresponding to navigational and informational

ntentions. This heat map, which can be generated with a Tobii eye

racker, shows human gaze activity for a specific stimulus. The col-

red region indicates the subject’s gaze position while viewing the

timuli; those positions gradually turn red when the subject focuses

n them. In Fig. 1(a), it can be observed that the subject’s gaze

s spreading all over the map during a navigational intent, while

ig. 1(b) demonstrates that the gaze is more focused or confined to

ome particular areas of the visual stimulus during an informational

ntent. Hence, the gaze maps corresponding to navigational and in-

ormational intentions are in accordance with the definitions given

bove.

.2. Why do we select the phase synchrony method?

Human cognition studies that aim to measure the intentions of

sers represent a new and challenging field. Such studies are neces-

ary to realize brain-computer interaction (BCI) systems. Researchers

ave been attempting to classify human intentions using both EEG

nd multiple biological signals [17]. In human implicit intention re-

earch, some works in the literature employ bio-signals [10]. How-

ver, few research efforts have identified human implicit intentions

sing EEG signals. It will be easier to show the human intent tran-

itions between navigational intentions and informational intentions

nd to classify the intention type, if we use EEG signals and PS. Among

he methods using EEG signals, the phase synchrony method has

n advantage over other measures because it is more discriminative

hen corresponding to an event [15]. By comparing measures from

he two brain states corresponding to navigational intentions and in-

ormational intentions, we can classify the intention of the parts. By

sing the phase of the EEG, we can measure the strength of the syn-

hrony between any two locations over the surface of the brain. In

eneral, we quantify the strength between two locations by using

he synchrony measure PS, which is normalized from 0 to 1; 1 rep-

esents perfectly synchronized and 0 represents no synchronization

t all.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method.

Fig. 3. Determining the most significant pairs.
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4. Method

PLV synchronization measures the EEG synchronization level at

every time instant between any two electrode pairs, and ranges from

0 to 1 [15,27]. Therefore, the aim of this study is to represent user

intentions that change over time as a quantitative representation

of PLV.

Fig. 2 shows an overview of our proposed method. When the

subject views some visual stimuli, EEG signals are also acquired si-

multaneously, in synchronization with the stimuli. Subsequently, we

calculate the PLV using the data acquired from all electrode pairs

in the brain. After extracting the PLV based on the most significant

pairs (MSPs) at each intention period, we use the PLVs from the

MSPs to distinguish between navigational and informational inten-

tions. Therefore, these PLVs form useful feature vectors for classifying

the user’s implicit intentions in our proposed method.

4.1. Phase locking value (PLV)

EEG phase differences are often used to compute “directed coher-

ence,” which is a measure of the directional flow of information be-

tween two EEG electrode sites [12]. EEG phase differences are also

used to estimate conduction velocity and synaptic integration time

[18,28]. PLVs are a possible means to represent the synchronization

phenomena in EEG signals. It is similar to a cross spectrum, but inde-

pendent of the amplitude of the two signals [27]. With the assistance

of the PLV, we can measure the synchronization between all elec-

trode pairs in an EEG collection montage. The PLV is obtained with

Eq. (1) [27],

PLV = 1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

exp ({ j��(t, n)})
∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

where N is the total number of trials, �(t,n)is the phase difference

�1(t,n)−�2(t,n) between pairs of brain nodes, t is the time of each

period, and j indicates a complex mark. The range of PLV values varies

between 0 and 1. A PLV value of 1 indicates perfect coupling of elec-

trode pairs, whereas a PLV value of 0 indicates that the electrode pairs

are not coupled at all.

4.2. The most significant pair (MSP) at each intent period

To identify the network map of the brain, we must identify the

PLV difference of two events against neutral duration (the difference
etween informational intention and the rest state, and the differ-

nce between navigational intention and the rest state). The PLV dif-

erences for all electrode pairs provide the pair information and the

rain locations that are responsible for the corresponding event [5].

he PLV obtained during informational and navigational intention pe-

iods is used to calculate the PLV differences for all electrode pairs.

he difference in the PLV between a navigational and an informa-

ional intention period is the key for the classification of human im-

licit intentions.

The MSP represents the most reactive electrode pairs (electrode

airs /locations) of the brain based on a comparison between the two

vents (information intention/navigation intention and rest). After

etermining the PLV of all the electrode pairs for each informational

nd navigational intention part, we define the MSP as the electrode

air that has the largest PLV difference between these two events

33]. The MSP formulas for both intent types are given in Eqs. (2)

nd (3).

SP − N = argmax
e

{PLVnavigation − PLVrest} (2)

SP − I = argmax
e

{PLVinformation − PLVrest} (3)

MSP-I and MSP-N correspond to the MSPs identified for informa-

ional intention and navigational intention, respectively. In Eqs. (2)

nd (3), e represents electrode pairs. It is possible to identify both the

rain connectivity and the most reactive electrode pairs based on PLV

rom Eqs. (2) and (3). Recently, the work of [5] identified the five MSPs

or classi fying motor imagery tasks, as shown in Fig. 3. In this figure,

e can observe five green rectangles that were selected as the MSPs

mong all electrode pairs. In this study, we follow a similar proce-

ure for the identification of five MSPs. One may also select a greater

umber of MSPs (for instance, 10 or 20 MSPs).

.3. Difference level of PLV (DPLV)

To classify navigational and informational intentions, we selected

ve MSP-Ns and five MSP-Is identified in the theta band. MSP-Ns and

SP-Is are identified using Eqs. (2) and (3). The average PLV of five

SP-Ns and five MSP-Is can be observed during both of these events

or three subjects.

We can easily observe that the MSP-Ns have a higher PLV level

ompared to MSP-Is during navigational intentions and vice versa

uring informational intentions. The difference in the PLV levels for

avigational intentions and informational intentions is crucial for in-

ent classification. The difference in the PLV levels of the identified

SPs can be calculated using the following equations:

PLVN =
〈
PLVMSP−N

N

〉
−

〈
PLVMSP−I

N

〉
(4)
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Fig. 4. (a) Block diagram for the synchronization, (b) Stimuli and instructions to subject per each images.
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PLVI =
〈
PLVMSP−N

I

〉
−

〈
PLVMSP−I

I

〉
(5)

here DPLVN is the difference in the average PLV of the five elec-

rode pairs for MSP-N to MSP-I during the navigational intention pe-

iod, and DPLVI is the difference in the average PLV for MSP-N to

SP-I during the informational intent period. 〈〉 represents the mean

perator.

.4. Intention classification

In order to classify human implicit intentions, we must identify

mportant features not only for human navigational intentions, but

lso for human informational intentions. For navigational intentions,

e select MSP-N based on Eq. (2). We then calculate the PLV of MSP-

for each intention period. Likewise, the PLV for MSP-I can be calcu-

ated in the same manner. These extracted features are used as input

or the classification process with 10 times cross-validation. Because

he PLV transitions of MSP-N/I have opposite shapes for each inten-

ion part, we use it to classify changes in the user’s implicit intentions

etween navigational and informational intentions.

. Experimental results

.1. Experimental setup

Ten healthy male subjects participated in the experiment.

EG data from 32 channels were recorded with a BIOSEMI

www.biosemi.com) amplifier. Because, it is difficult to identify the

pecific region corresponding to human implicit intentions, we con-

ider all channels covering the entire brain surface. The timing

cheme of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4. Subjects were required

o perform various tasks during each trial. According to the phase

ynchrony method, we were required to perform repetitive experi-

ents for each subject. This was necessary because EEG signals are

ifficult to estimate with only one trial.
Each session consists of five trials. In each trial, different navi-

ational and informational intention images that closely emulated

eal-life scenarios were presented as shown in Fig. 4(a). Five sessions

ere conducted, implying 25 trials per subject. Blank images were

isplayed between the two different intention images to prevent

ixing of the intentions. Random images from each sequence were

resented to avoid the induction of intentions in subjects, owing to

he repetitive nature of the experiment. Fig. 4(b) shows the stim-

li and areas of interest in the stimuli that were provided to the

articipants. In order to create informational intent for each partici-

ant, they were instructed to look for and continuously find a specific

bject in each image [10].

.2. Results

In this section, we present a method to create a feature vector for

lassifying human implicit intentions using a PLV based on the pro-

osed method. As discussed in Section 4, we calculate the PLVs of the

SPs that are estimated at each intention period. From the PLV differ-

nces, we select the most reactive band. Subsequently, we compare

he intention change transitions between navigational intentions and

nformational intentions. Finally, we check the classification perfor-

ance of the proposed method using various features to classify the

ser’s implicit intention.

.2.1. Most reactive band

This section presents a comparison of several frequency bands,

rom the theta band to the beta band of the EEG signal (theta band

4–7 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta-1 (14–22 Hz), and beta-2 (23–30 Hz)).

hus, we obtain the PLV differences among several frequency bands

or each intention period [22,33]. For example, Fig. 5 shows the dif-

erent level of PLV at each frequency band in the MSP-N/Is for subject

8. Fig. 5(a) shows a PLV average for MSPs at each intention period. In

his figure, it is evident that the PLV differences between the naviga-

ional intention PLV and the informational intention PLV in the theta

http://www.biosemi.com
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Fig. 5. Band-wise comparison of MSP (Sub#8); An average of PLV over the trials at

each band (a) MSP-I, (b) MSP-N.

Fig. 6. PLV of MSP-N/I values of 10 subjects at each band.
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band are larger than in other bands. A similar phenomenon can be ob-

served in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the DPLVI and the DPLVN

of subject #8, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the average PLV of all partic-

ipants at each intention period, which identifies the DPLV-N/I of all

participants. As shown in Fig. 5, when the subject’s implicit inten-

tion changes between a navigational intention and an informational

intention, the most significant difference in the PLV levels can be ob-

served in the theta and alpha bands of the EEG signals. Thus, the theta

and alpha bands may be useful candidates for detecting human inten-

tion changing. In fact, in research related to human mental activity,

the EEG frequency bands often linked to human concentration are

the theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–13 Hz) bands [19,29,14]. Therefore,

we select the theta and alpha bands as the most reactive frequency

bands corresponding to intention changes.

5.2.2. Transition between human implicit intentions

To identify changes in human implicit intentions, we must capture

brain signals in real-time, when brain states change. We use the MSP

that is calculated by the proposed method. Therefore, a brain signal

transition from navigational intention to informational intention can

be observed, as shown in Fig. 7. The blue rectangular graph shows

the PLV of MSP-I, and the red dotted graph shows the PLV of MSP-N.

According to the experiment’s procedure explained in Section 5, each

stimuli image is shown to one subject for every 5 s. For this reason, we
an observe the change in PLV at each intention period (5 s). During

he navigational period for all subjects in Fig. 7, we can observe that

he red dotted graph (PLV of MSP-N) is higher than the blue rectangu-

ar graph (PLV of MSP-I). Conversely, in the informational period for

ll subjects in Fig. 7, we observe that the blue rectangular states (PLV

f MSP-N) are higher than the red dotted states (PLV of MSP-N). We

an also identify an intercept when human intention changes from a

avigational intention to an informational intention.

Fig. 7 shows the PLV transitions of all participants. As shown in

ig. 7, although each subject has an MSP-N and MSP-I, we obtain sim-

lar PLV graphs at each intention period. In Fig. 8, mean PLV of selected

umber of pairs as MSP over all trials of the subject during informa-

ional period was shown. Theta band is used to calculate all the PLV

alues shown in Fig. 8 as in theta band both the intents are highly

iscriminant. For all selected number of MSPs the mean PLV of in-

ormational intent MSP’s PLV is always higher than the navigational

ntent MSP’s PLV. Similarly, during navigational intent it is vice versa.

his phenomenon is observed in all subjects. This shows that inten-

ions can be discriminated as specific pair combinations of one intent

pecific network pattern has significantly differed PLV compared to

ther intent. Hence, PLV difference of MSPs corresponding to intents

s selected for classification. There is no significant difference in PLV

epending on the number of MSPs (See Fig. 8). We also attempt to

lassify human intention based on the number of MSPs. In our pro-

osed method, we confirm the transition using five MSPs. This shows

PLV average based on the number of MSPs. This figure was obtained

y selecting MSPs in quantities of 5, 10, 20, and 50. To identify the

ransitions between human intentions, we can adjust the number

f input samples. However, we must consider the location of MSPs

o classify human implicit intentions (See Fig. 9). In Fig. 9, we can
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Fig. 7. Average PLV value transition of MSP-N and MSP-I in theta band during navigational intention and informational intention over all trials.

Fig. 8. MSPs mean PLV of selected number of pairs (selected 5, 10, and 25 MSPs, each

line is average of MSPs selected over all trials) over time.
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(

bserve the connectivity in different locations by selecting 5, 10,

nd 25 MSPs identified in the topology graph that correspond to

he intent). Selecting MSPs in quantities greater than five results in

few common MSP pairs present in both intents. When selecting

ore than five MSPs, all subjects exhibit similar patterns that have a

ew common MSPs in the topology. However, some differences were

oted between the MSPs of different subjects. This result shows that

ach subject uses different significant brain regions when consider-

ng an intention. Therefore, to classify human implicit intentions as

ither navigational or informational, the PLVs of the MSP-N/Is can be
tilized to create an appropriate feature vector for the SVM. If we had

onsidered 10 or 25 MSPs, it would have been difficult to identify the

ignificant differences between navigational intentions and informa-

ional intentions, as shown in Fig. 9. Hence, we selected five MSPs in

he experiment.

Fig. 9 shows the 5 MSP, 10 MSP, and 25 MSP of Navigational and

nformational intents of all the subjects. We obtained distinct pat-

ern corresponding to both intents (navigational and informational)

nd were named as intent specific network patterns. The identified

ntent specific pattern is consistent over sessions of a subject, i.e. the

atterns are subject specific. Analysis across subjects shows that the

atterns are distinctive and common patterns cannot be obtained.

his shows the human thinking process/mechanism is highly subject

pecific and is likely to have highly distinctive network mechanisms

orresponding to each task [20]. Hence our focus has been on subject-

pecific analysis. As shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 9, it is hard to discriminate

he navigational and informational intents based on MSP patterns,

ut the PLV values of MSP are useful information to discriminate the

avigational and informational intents, which are used as the input

eatures of a classifier.

.2.3. Classification of intention

In this work, we employed support vector machines (SVM) to clas-

ify the EEG signals according to the subject’s implicit intention (ei-

her navigational or informational) in real-world environment. For

omparison analysis, we employed Gaussian mixture model (GMM)

[31,32]) and Naïve Bayesian classifiers [16,21]. Since the identified
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Fig. 9. Topology of MSP at each intent period over all subjects.
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MSPs were subject specific (as shown in Fig. 9), the analysis for

formulation of feature vector and training the classifiers are also

subject-specific.

For training, 15 random trials from the original 25 trials are se-

lected to form the data set. With this training data set, a feature vec-

tor is formulated with the PLV, which is computed from the identified

five MSPs of both navigational and informational intentional classes

in both theta and alpha bands. Thus, the feature vector dimension

per trial of each subject is 2 (bands) X 2 (intentions) X 5 (MSPs). The

chosen three classifiers are then trained with the formulated feature

vector as the input and the corresponding label as the output.

To obtain a good generalization performance with the classifiers,

we employed the following procedure to select the optimal meta-

parameters for each classifier.

For SVM classifier, the parameters that influence the classifi-

cation performance are – regularization constant (C) and Kernel
arameter. In this work, we chose two Kernel functions, RBF Kernel

nd polynomial Kernel. For SVM with RBF Kernel (SVM-RBF), the Ker-

el parameter that requires optimal selection is variance (σ 2). For

his purpose, we performed grid-search on C and σ 2 for various val-

es (C was varied from 10−1 to 102 and σ 2 from 10−1 to 102). For each

air of C and σ 2, 10-fold cross validation was performed. The pair

hat yields the best classification accuracy is identified as the optimal

eta-parameters of SVM-RBF. Results obtained for every subject in

erms of mean and standard deviation of classification accuracy with

dentified optimal Kernel parameter (σ 2) is provided in Table 1. We

ollowed the same procedure to identify the optimal meta-parameter

or SVM with polynomial Kernel (SVM-poly). Results obtained for all

ubject s together with the identified optimal Kernel parameter (or-

er of polynomial) are provided in Table 1.

GMM and Naïve Bayesian classifiers are also trained on the

ame feature vector formulated from the training dataset. For GMM,
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Table 1

Subject-wise training performance of all classifiers with identified optimal parameters.

Support vector machines (SVM) Naïve Bayesian Gaussian mixture model

RBF kernel Polynomial Kernel Gaussian distribution Kernel density estimation

Average σ 2 Average Polynomial order Average Average Average # of components

S 1 99.5 ± 1.5 1 99.5 ± 1.5 2 88.8 ± 10.7 88.0 ± 10.7 75.7 ± 3.9 4

S 2 100.0 ± 0 2 99.0 ± 2 4 91.0 ± 8.3 90.0 ± 8.9 66.8 ± 3.5 2

S 3 98.0 ± 3.3 2 99.5 ± 1.5 2 90.0 ± 6.3 92.0 ± 7.4 73.8 ± 2.8 2

S 4 99.0 ± 3 1 100.0 ± 0 2 86.0 ± 8.0 89.0 ± 7.0 74.3 ± 2.6 5

S 5 99.5 ± 1.5 2 99.5 ± 1.5 2 90.0 ± 10.0 92.0 ± 7.4 73.8 ± 5.0 1

S 6 99.0 ± 2 2 100.0 ± 0 2 88.0 ± 10.7 91.0 ± 5.3 75.7 ± 6.65 1

S 7 100.0 ± 0 1 100.0 ± 0 2 92.0 ± 7.4 90.0 ± 10.0 62.1 ± 2.1 1

S 8 99.0 ± 2 2 100.0 ± 0 2 73.0 ± 9.0 76.0 ± 9.17 74.4 ± 3.0 1

S 9 98.5 ± 2.2 3 100.0 ± 0 2 88.0 ± 7.4 88.0 ± 7.4 71.6 ± 4.0 1

S 10 100.0 ± 0 2 100.0 ± 0 2 90.0 ± 10.0 91.0 ± 10.4 72.1 ± 3.6 2

Table 2

Subject-wise test performance of all classifiers.

Unit (%) Support vector machine Naïve Bayesian GMM

RBF Poly Gaussian Kernel

%Acc %Acc %Acc %Acc %Acc

S 1 58.92 60.8 52.6 52.1 52.8

S 2 63.05 63.1 56.1 50.6 51.3

S 3 73.08 66.6 59.3 58.0 53.2

S 4 60.4 62.4 53.4 53.9 49.4

S 5 57.1 62.2 64.2 61.2 51.9

S 6 61.6 58.2 58.7 52.7 52.1

S 7 77.4 72.4 52.2 56.8 50.5

S 8 60.9 61.9 53.1 50.1 52.3

S 9 65. 1 61.7 64.4 64.1 51.9

S 10 61.3 60.6 52.3 50.4 51.1

%Acc – % Accuracy.
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o identify the optimal number of components (N), we trained

MM with various values for N (N = 1–10) and then performed

0-fold cross validation at each instance of N. The value of N

hich provides the best classification accuracy per subject is iden-

ified as the optimal number of components. Subject-wise classifi-

ation accuracy and identified optimal N for GMM are tabulated in

able 1.

Naïve Bayesian classifier was evaluated for two Kernels: (a)

aussian distribution and (b) Kernel density estimation. The meta-

arameters for Naïve Bayesian classifier are mean and variance for

aussian distribution, and Kernel bandwidth for Kernel density esti-

ation. These meta-parameters for each subject are empirically esti-

ated from the formulated training dataset of that particular subject.

he 10-fold cross validation performance of Naïve Bayesian classifier

n training dataset is tabulated in Table 1.

The testing dataset for each subject is formulated with the re-

aining 10 trials out of 25 trials. The feature vector computed from

he testing data set is provided to the trained classifiers for clas-

ification. All three classifiers’ meta-parameters are initialized with

he earlier identified subject-specific parameters provided in Table 1.

ubject-wise classification performance of all classifiers for all sub-

ects is tabulated in Table 2. Results show that, SVM-RBF provides best

erformance compared to the other classifiers. For instance, the clas-

ification accuracy obtained with SVM-RBF for S#7 is 77.4%, whereas

ith SVM-poly, Naïve Bayesian and GMM the obtained classification

ccuracies are 72.4%, 52.2%, 56.8% and 50.5% respectively. The same

rend is observed in all subjects.

. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to differentiate between a

ser’s intentions while they viewed a given image based on the phase

ynchrony of an EEG. Previously, we selected various intention types,
n order to adjust to web queries. In web searching, navigational in-

entions and informational intentions can be matched to the user’s

mplicit intention while they use a web site [11]. We identified the

ost significant PLVs in the varying pairs that corresponded to a

ser’s navigational and informational intention periods. In particu-

ar, we identified the most reactive bands by analyzing PLV differ-

nces obtained from the different frequency bands of brain signals.

y employing the PLV of MSP-N/I, we identified transitions in the

ser’s implicit intentions and classified them using the SVM. With

ve MSPs employed for testing, our classification test performance

esults reached 63.6%.

Our future research will focus on determining the user’s intention

ased on multi-modal biometric data with our proposed method. We

ventually plan to apply these methods for designing human-agent

robot or computer) interaction systems.
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